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Simple Governance Solutions for
Complex Governance Challenges

PRIMED in practice for GDPR

A large Global Retailer was faced with a significant challenge to assess the risk and 
establish a clear and considered approach to GDPR. The challenges that GDPR 
presented could be broken down into three fundamental categories:

Building a single, dynamic view

Within a  reasonably  short  time,  this  provided the team with  the ability  to
demonstrate  a  clear  ongoing  picture  of  the  nature,  location,  usage  and
protection  afforded  to  all  personal  data  within  the  business  in  a  single
dynamic view. By uploading high level project data, it was possible to align
further valuable information about the timing and nature of external planned
changes that might affect any of the processes, assets and contracts subject
to GDPR governance.

Using a graphical representation within PRIMED, it was possible to view this
information in the context of the security measures applied and assess the
relative  impact  on  risk  when  applying  different  incremental  forms  of
protection.  This  provided  an  ability  to  objectively  debate  and  agree  the
program priorities.  For  less  urgent  remediation,  scope could  be added to
existing plans,  where it  was apparent  other work was already scheduled,
thus minimising disruption and mitigating cost at the same time.
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PRIMED - dashboard views

Building the map: for a clear picture, and an effective plan

To build and execute an effective plan, accountability for processes, assets and contracts had been loaded and
reconciled within PRIMED to ensure that there were no gaps. Then by mapping regulation articles to policies,
policies to processes, assets and contracts and with the aid of the survey tool within PRIMED, it was possible to
establish a clear picture of gaps and begin to either attribute straight forward repeatable remedial work streams or
highlight risks in order to then plan a more considered approach where larger gaps had been identified. Because
the status and accountability of work streams could be viewed collectively or individually within PRIMED, this
provided the critical change governance required to ensure program momentum and transparency.

Now armed with a transparent picture of the entire program and a traceable view of the measures taken and
decision made; the business has the ability to keep the information it requires for governance evergreen, the DPO
is able to reflect risk with a level of certainty that the role demands and that had hitherto been impossible, and the
business continues to find additional value in the new joined up picture that has been created.

• Establishing a clear picture of the business as it related to GDPR
• Managing risk, prioritisation and executing an effective plan
• Building a framework for sustainable governance.

Establishing a clear picture of the business as it related to GDPR began with the setting up of an organisational 
structure and a governance framework within PRIMED. Then having uploaded the salient information from the 
company’s asset register, surveys were issued to identify the security measures in place for each application area. 
Assets were mapped to associated processes and the detail of the discovery output was uploaded and triangulated 
within PRIMED.


